



































































































































































































































































































































































































































Average Reservoir Properties  Nansen  Eiriksson  Raude 
Porosity, percent  29  25  20 
Permeability, mD  2000‐5000  800‐1000  100‐300 
Horizontal permeability, mD  5000  1250  100 
Net/gross, percent  100  70  40 
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݇௥௪ሺܵ௪ሻ ൌ ܭܴܹ  ·  ݇௥௪௧ ሺܵ௪ᇱ ሻ 






























          ܯ ൌ
ఒౚ౟౩౦ౢ౗ౙ౟౤ౝ ౦౞౗౩౛ 
ఒౚ౟౩౦ౢ౗ౙ౛ౚ ౦౞౗౩౛




























































          ܸܴ ൌ
ఓ೏೔ೞ೛೗ೌ೎೔೙೒ ೑೗ೠ೔೏
ఓ೏೔ೞ೛೗ೌ೎೐೏ ೑೗ೠ೔೏








          ܩܴܴ ൌ ఑೗஺
ఓ೗


















          ܨ௩௚ ൌ
௨ೢఓ೒௅
఑∆ఘ௚ு



















































































































































































































































        ׏ · ቂ
ሾ௞ሿ௞ೝೢ
ఓೢ஻ೢ





ቁ            [5.1] 
Oil: 
        ׏ · ቂ
ሾ௞ሿ௞ೝ೚
ఓ೚஻೚





ቁ            [5.2] 
Gas: 
    ׏ · ൤
ሾ௞ሿ௞ೝ೒
ఓ೒஻೒
൫׏݌௚ െ ߛ௚׏݀൯൨ ൅ ቂ
ሾ௞ሿ௞ೝ೚ோೞ
ఓ೚஻೚






























          ௖ܲ௢௪ሺܵ௪ሻ ൌ ݌௢ െ ݌௪                    [5.4] 
Capillary pressure gas/water: 
                                                                          ௖ܲ௚௢൫ ௚ܵ൯ ൌ ݌௚ െ ݌௢                [5.5] 
 
Saturation equation: 


















































































































































 '/project/stf2007-1/FFM2005/STATFJORD/INCLUDE_RUM/GRID/25107_BASE4.FAULTS' / 
34 
 












639.000000 days from start of simulation ( 1 'NOV' 1979 ) 
DATES 




    'S.A12'      'OPEN'      'ORAT'   4026.646      0.000 651054.625  5* / 
    'S.A33'      'OPEN'      'ORAT'   2824.645    142.290 441521.906  5* / 
    'S.A38'      'OPEN'      'ORAT'   2655.323    193.677 411814.031  5* / 




    'S.A29'       'GAS'  1*      'RATE' 1676366.250  5* / 
    'S.A3A'       'GAS'  1*      'RATE' 1519418.875  5* / 










 'SWCR'  'ISWCR'    1 65 1 262 1 46 / 
 'SGU'   'ISGU'                     / 
 'ISWCR'   'ISWL'   1 65 1 262 1 46 / hysteresis water saturations 
 'SWU'   'ISWU'                      / 
 'SGL'   'ISGL'                      / hysteresis gas saturations 
 'SOGCR' 'ISOGCR'                    / hysteresis oil saturations 








































-- SEA WATER TRACER, COMPARISON OF SIMULATION AND OBSERVATIONS 
 








ASSIGN NAME1% = V1 
ASSIGN NAME2% = V2 
36 
 
ASSIGN FOLDER1% = HIST_STATFJORD_V1 
ASSIGN FOLDER2% = HIST_STATFJORD_V2 
ASSIGN RUN1% = STATFJORD_TR_BASE_V1 















































































































































































































































          ܹܵܥ ؝ ௏ೄೈ
௏ೄೈା௏ಷೈ






























































































































































    'S.B34'       'GAS'  1*      'RATE' 2965064.500  5* / 
     'S.B8'     'WATER'  1*      'RATE'    934.935  5* / 
/ 
WTRACER 









---------------------- RUNSPEC SECTION ---------------------- 
------ TRACER ------ 
TRACERS 
-- Specification of number of tracers and solution scheme. 
-- MAX-OIL-TR MAX-WAT-TR MAX-GAS-TR MAX-ENV-TR NUM-DIFF-CTRL 
 0  1  0  0  *  / 
 
---------------------- PROPS SECTION ---------------------- 
------ TRACER ------ 
TRACER 












---------------------- SOLUTION SECTION ---------------------- 
RPTSOL 
 RESTART=2 FIP=3 FIPRESV PRESSURE SOIL SWAT SGAS RS TBLKFSW / 
 
------ TRACER ------ 
TBLKFSW 









---------------------- SUMMARY SECTION ---------------------- 
------ TRACER ------ 





































    'S.A39'       'GAS'  1*      'RATE' 312580.656  5* / 
    'S.A3A'     'WATER'  1*      'RATE'      8.484  5* / 




 'S.A3A' SW 1 / 
'S.A3A' SW1 1 / 
/ 
 
---------------------- RUNSPEC SECTION ---------------------- 
------ TRACER ------ 
TRACERS 
-- Specification of number of tracers and solution scheme. 
-- MAX-OIL-TR MAX-WAT-TR MAX-GAS-TR MAX-ENV-TR NUM-DIFF-CTRL 
 0  2  0  0  *  / 
 
---------------------- PROPS SECTION ---------------------- 
------ TRACER ------ 
TRACER 
 SW WAT / 
SW1 WAT / 
/ 
 
---------------------- SOLUTION SECTION ---------------------- 
RPTSOL 




------ TRACER ------ 
TBLKFSW 
 783380*0 / 
TBLKFSW1 











































Monthly sea water production can be determined from the monthly sea water cut multiplied with monthly 
production volume of water: 
 









To be able to calculate production volumes and rates; firstly, dates were converted to the first day of that 
day’s month. If there were many samples for one month an average was used to represent that month’s 
sea water cut. If there were months were there had been non water samples, interpolation was used to 
calculate sea water cut. Since only rough estimates of production volume and rates were seeked, this 
was a reasonable approximation. Months with no water production was removed.     
 
Table 8.3 was created to view the results, and the table was also converted to a format that allowed the 






































































































































































































































































• A‐8C:    SW1 
• A‐3A:    SW2 
• A‐25AT3:  SW3 
• B‐18:    SW4 





























































































NNC can be used to set non-neighbor connection values explicitly. The keyword enables a specified 
transmissibility between any two grid blocks. The cells that are to be linked together and the required 









































 SATNUM 1 1 65 1 262  1 19 / 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B‐17  is  located  downflank  of  the  injector  B‐1B.  The  water  production  from  Well  B‐17  may  be 
erroneously allocated from 2003 onwards in the Prosty production data base. A PLT survey carried out in 
2003  indicated  a water  rate  of  1000  Sm3/d  from  the  Statfjord  Fm, while  the  production  data  base 
indicates only 300 Sm3/d in the same period. SWBT is observed in February 1999, and is most likely from 
the Brent reservoir since water  injection from B‐1B started  in April 2000.  In Statfjord, the  injector that 
can provide SWBT first  is B‐18, which starts  injection  in February 1998. However, tracer added to B‐18 



























































































































































































SWBT  SWBT  ∆SWBT  SWBT  ∆SWBT  SWC 
A‐2A  Nov. 02  From start  < ‐5 months  From start  ‐‐  Same 
A‐17A  Oct. 01  Aug. 01  ‐2 months  Aug. 01  ‐2 months  Same 
A‐10  Mar. 01  Never  > 2 years  Jun. 01  3 months  Improved 
A‐12  Jan. 99  Feb. 00  13 months  Jan. 98  ‐1 year  Improved 
A‐34AT3  Jun. 01  Nov. 02  17 months  Jul. 01  1 month  Same 
A‐37A  Dec. 99  Jan. 01  13 months  Dec. 99  0  Improved 
A‐40B  From start  Nov. 01  3 months  From start  0  Improved 
A‐26A  From start  Never  > 4 years  Nov. 00  5 months  Improved 
A‐26BT2  From start  Never  > 2 years  From start  ‐‐  Improved 
77 
 
A‐32A  Mar. 00  Apr. 00  1 month  Mar. 00  0  Improved 
B‐15A  From start  From start  ‐‐  From start  ‐‐  Same 
B‐15  Sep. 99  Jan. 01  18 months  Oct. 99  1 month  Improved 
B‐6BT2  From start  Never  > 6 months  May 00  3 months  Improved 


















































SWBT  SWBT  ∆SWBT  SWBT  ∆SWBT  SWC 
A‐2B  From start  From start  ‐‐  From start  ‐‐  Same 
A‐15CT4  From start  From start  ‐‐  From start  ‐‐  Same 
A‐18D  From start  From start  ‐‐  From start  ‐‐  Same 
A‐10AT2  From start  From start  ‐‐  Mar. 06  19 months  Improved 
A‐40DT2  From start  From start  ‐‐  From start  ‐‐  Improved 
A‐35B  From start  Jul. 08  1 month  From start  ‐‐  Improved 
B‐11C  From start  From start  ‐‐  From start  ‐‐  Improved 
B‐21B  Never  From start  < ‐4 years  Never  ‐‐  Improved 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































SWOF    
0 0 1 2 
0.05 0.05 0.914254034 0.715732 
0.1 0.1 0.818462281 0.636497 
0.15 0.15 0.715715587 0.562249 
0.2 0.2 0.610089698 0.492941 
0.25 0.25 0.506118771 0.428522 
0.3 0.3 0.408124713 0.368937 
0.35 0.35 0.319600457 0.314132 
0.4 0.4 0.242821516 0.264045 
0.45 0.45 0.178757157 0.218614 
0.5 0.5 0.127236983 0.177769 
0.55 0.55 0.087261466 0.141436 
0.6 0.6 0.05734151 0.109537 
0.65 0.65 0.035789009 0.081982 
0.7 0.7 0.020925394 0.058674 
0.75 0.75 0.011208245 0.039502  
0.8 0.8 0.005292713 0.02434  
0.85 0.85 0.002048582 0.013038  
0.9 0.9 0.000551313 0.005409  
0.95 0.95 6.09448E-05 0.001202  
1 1 0 0  
/ reservoir 1 drainage and imbibition    
0 0 1 2 
0.05 0.001187802 0.914254034 0.715732 
0.1 0.005658126 0.818462281 0.636497 
0.15 0.014285858 0.715715587 0.562249 
0.2 0.027767538 0.610089698 0.492941 
0.25 0.046690113 0.506118771 0.428522 
0.3 0.071521075 0.408124713 0.368937 
0.35 0.102583494 0.319600457 0.314132 
0.4 0.140029864 0.242821516 0.264045 
0.45 0.183822575 0.178757157 0.218614 
0.5 0.233726958 0.127236983 0.177769 
0.55 0.289321384 0.087261466 0.141436 
0.6 0.350027148 0.05734151 0.109537 
0.65 0.415159257 0.035789009 0.081982 
0.7 0.483998758 0.020925394 0.058674 
0.75 0.555890124 0.011208245 0.039502  
0.8 0.630378533 0.005292713 0.02434  
0.85 0.707438704 0.002048582 0.013038  
0.9 0.787985351 0.000551313 0.005409  
0.95 0.875624529 6.09448E-05 0.001202  
1 1 0 0 












 MULTX 3 29 36 94 109 7 7 / 
 MULTY 3 29 36 94 109 7 7 / 
 MULTX 3 16 35 90 97 7 7 / 
 MULTY 3 16 35 90 97 7 7 / 
 MULTX 4 29 36 94 109 4 4 / 
 MULTY 4 29 36 94 109 4 4 / 
 MULTX 4 16 35 90 97 4 4 / 
 MULTY 4 16 35 90 97 4 4 / 
 







-- KEYWORD "FAULTS" HAS BEEN WRITTEN FROM RESVIEW. 
 
FAULTS 
--    NAME          IX1  IX2     IY1  IY2     IZ1  IZ2    FACE 
   'EF_3    '        38   38     132  132       1   46     'Y'    / 
   'EF_3    '        37   37     132  132       1   46     'Y'    / 
   'EF_3    '        36   36     133  133       1   46     'X'    / 
   'EF_3    '        36   36     134  134       1   46     'X'    / 
   'EF_3    '        36   36     135  135       1   46     'X'    / 
   'EF_3    '        36   36     136  136       1   46     'X'    / 
   'EF_3    '        36   36     137  137       1   46     'X'    / 
   'EF_3    '        36   36     138  138       1   46     'X'    / 
   'EF_3    '        36   36     139  139       1   46     'X'    / 
   'EF_3    '        36   36     140  140       1   46     'X'    / 
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   'EF_3    '        36   36     141  141       1   46     'X'    / 




-- KEYWORD "FAULTS" HAS BEEN WRITTEN FROM RESVIEW. 
 
FAULTS 
--    NAME          IX1  IX2     IY1  IY2     IZ1  IZ2    FACE 
   'EF_3B   '        37   37     142  142       1   46     'Y'    / 
   'EF_3B   '        38   38     142  142       1   46     'Y'    / 




EF_3 0.001 / 







 PERMX 6000 27 35 103 111 14 14 / 








-- KEYWORD "FAULTS" HAS BEEN WRITTEN FROM RESVIEW. 
 
FAULTS 
--    NAME          IX1  IX2     IY1  IY2     IZ1  IZ2    FACE 
   'A15CT4  '        36   36     104  104       1   46     'X'    / 
   'A15CT4  '        36   36     103  103       1   46     'Y'    / 
   'A15CT4  '        35   35     103  103       1   46     'X'    / 
   'A15CT4  '        35   35     102  102       1   46     'Y'    / 


























 MULTX 1.5 17 38 143 164 14 17 /  









 MULTX 9 17 26 143 148 4 6 /  
 MULTY 9 17 26 143 148 4 6 / 
 MULTX 9 27 38 143 164 4 6 /  


































 PERMX 5000 32 40 150 164 27 29 / 









 MULTX 100 27 27 124 125 1 19 / 
 MULTX 100 26 26 126 128 1 19 / 




 PERMX 2000 16 21 121 128 2 2 / 




 PERMX 5000 15 23 121 128 19 19 /  













 PERMX 4000 17 34 128 137 15 16 / 









C.2.14  B‐1C  
 
COMPDAT  
-- WELL  I    J K1  K2     Sat.   CF    DIAM    KH SKIN ND   DIR   Ro  
'S.B1C' 40  188 29 29'OPEN'  1*   15.0  0.178  99.488  2*    'Z'     13.993 / 




 PERMX 4000 32 42 183 191 30 30 / 
 PERMY 4000 32 42 183 191 30 30 / 
/ 
 
-- KEYWORD "FAULTS" HAS BEEN WRITTEN FROM RESVIEW. 
 
FAULTS 
--    NAME          IX1  IX2     IY1  IY2     IZ1  IZ2    FACE 
   'FLT_B1C '        40   40     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        39   39     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        38   38     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        37   37     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        36   36     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        35   35     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        34   34     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        33   33     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        32   32     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        31   31     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        30   30     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        29   29     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        28   28     185  185       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        27   27     185  185       1   19     'X'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        27   27     184  184       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'FLT_B1C '        26   26     184  184       1   19     'X'    / 










C.2.15  B‐6BT2  
 
EQUALS 
 MULTX 4 32 37 160 178 1 2 / 
 MULTY 4 32 37 160 178 1 2 / 
 MULTX 4 18 31 171 178 1 2 / 









 PERMX 500 38 42 165 178 1 2 / 
 PERMY 500 38 42 165 178 1 2 / 
/ 
 
-- KEYWORD "FAULTS" HAS BEEN WRITTEN FROM RESVIEW. 
 
FAULTS 
--    NAME          IX1  IX2     IY1  IY2     IZ1  IZ2    FACE 
   'B11C_2  '        42   42     164  164       1   46     'X'    / 
   'B11C_2  '        42   42     164  164       1   46     'Y'    / 
   'B11C_2  '        41   41     165  165       1   46     'X'    / 
   'B11C_2  '        41   41     165  165       1   46     'Y'    / 
   'B11C_2  '        40   40     166  166       1   46     'X'    / 
   'B11C_2  '        40   40     167  167       1   46     'X'    / 
   'B11C_2  '        40   40     167  167       1   46     'Y'    / 












C.2.17  B‐15  
 
EQUALS 
 MULTX 3.0 20 38 164 177 11 11 / 
 MULTY 3.0 20 38 164 177 11 11 / 








-- KEYWORD "FAULTS" HAS BEEN WRITTEN FROM RESVIEW. 
 
FAULTS 
--    NAME          IX1  IX2     IY1  IY2     IZ1  IZ2    FACE 
   'B21B_L'        44   44     168  168       20   46     'Y'    / 
   'B21B_L'        43   43     168  168       20   46     'Y'    / 
   'B21B_L'        42   42     168  168       20   46     'Y'    / 
   'B21B_L'        41   41     169  169       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        41   41     170  170       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        41   41     170  170       20   46     'Y'    / 
   'B21B_L'        40   40     171  171       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        40   40     172  172       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        40   40     173  173       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        40   40     174  174       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        40   40     175  175       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        40   40     176  176       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        40   40     176  176       20   46     'Y'    / 
   'B21B_L'        39   39     177  177       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        39   39     178  178       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        39   39     179  179       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        39   39     180  180       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        39   39     181  181       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        39   39     182  182       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        39   39     183  183       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        39   39     184  184       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        39   39     185  185       20   46     'X'    / 
   'B21B_L'        39   39     186  186       20   46     'X'    / 
/ 
 
-- KEYWORD "FAULTS" HAS BEEN WRITTEN FROM RESVIEW. 
 
FAULTS 
--    NAME          IX1  IX2     IY1  IY2     IZ1  IZ2    FACE 
   'B21B_U'        44   44     168  168       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'B21B_U'        43   43     168  168       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'B21B_U'        42   42     168  168       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'B21B_U'        41   41     169  169       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        41   41     170  170       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        41   41     170  170       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'B21B_U'        40   40     171  171       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        40   40     172  172       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        40   40     173  173       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        40   40     174  174       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        40   40     175  175       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        40   40     176  176       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        40   40     176  176       1   19     'Y'    / 
   'B21B_U'        39   39     177  177       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        39   39     178  178       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        39   39     179  179       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        39   39     180  180       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        39   39     181  181       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        39   39     182  182       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        39   39     183  183       1   19     'X'    / 
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   'B21B_U'        39   39     184  184       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        39   39     185  185       1   19     'X'    / 
   'B21B_U'        39   39     186  186       1   19     'X'    / 
/ 
MULTFLT 
B21B_L 0.5 / 
B21B_U 0.0001 / 
/ 
 
Figure C.19: Fault B21B_U/L 
   
115 
 
D  SWC and WCT for history matched wells 
 
 
 
Figure D.1: SWC and WCT for well A‐2A 
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Figure D.2: SWC and WCT for well A‐17A 
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Figure D.3: SWC and WCT for well A‐10 
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Figure D.4: SWC and WCT for well A‐12 
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 Figure D.5: SWC and WCT for well A‐34AT3 
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Figure D.6: SWC and WCT for well A‐37A 
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Figure D.7: SWC and WCT for well A‐40B 
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Figure D.8: SWC and WCT for well A‐26A 
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Figure D.9: SWC and WCT for well A‐26BT2 
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Figure D.10: SWC and WCT for well A‐32A 
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Figure D.11: SWC and WCT for well A‐2B 
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Figure D.12: SWC and WCT for well A‐15CT4 
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Figure D.13: SWC and WCT for well A‐18D 
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Figure D.14: SWC and WCT for well A‐10AT2 
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Figure D.15: SWC and WCT for well A‐40DT2 
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Figure D.16: SWC and WCT for well A‐35B 
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Figure D.17: SWC and WCT for well B‐15A 
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Figure D.18: SWC and WCT for well B‐15 
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Figure D.19: SWC and WCT for well B‐6BT2 
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Figure D.20: SWC and WCT for well B‐17 
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Figure D.21: SWC and WCT for well B‐11C 
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Figure D.22: SWC and WCT for well B‐21B 
Not valid observed SWC 
(should be zero) 
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Figure D.23: SWC and WCT for well B‐1C 
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E  Field and platform results 
 
Figure E.1: Sea water production rate – SFA 
 
 
Figure E.2: Sea water production rate – SFB 
 
 
Figure E.3: Sea water production rate – SFC 
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Figure E.4: Water cut – SFA 
 
 
Figure E.5: Water cut – SFB 
 
 
Figure E.6: Water cut – SFC 
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Figure E.7: Gas‐oil ratio – SFA 
 
 
Figure E.8: Gas‐oil ratio – SFB 
 
 
Figure E.9: Gas‐oil ratio – SFC 
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Figure E.10: Total water production – SFA 
 
 
Figure E.11: Total water production – SFB 
 
 
Figure E.12: Total water production – SFC 
